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ph 135

Problem set - 4
Due: Nov. 11th by 5pm in TA box.
1. Use the Boltzman equation to find the thermoelectric coefficient λ for a dilute (free) electron gas - which describe
the situation in a semiconductor. Assume that µ is constant while whie temperature has a finite gradient for
your calculation. For your final answer, recall that for a dilute gas the chemical potential is µ = T ln(nλ3T ),
h
where λT = √2πmT
, and nλ3T  1. Note that this applies to each of the spin components separately. Assume
that the density n as well as temperature T , mass m, and scattering time τ are given. Hint: The distribution
of a dilute electron gas is still the Fermi-Dirac distribution, but with the exponential term dominating the
denominator, and thus resulting in a Boltzmann distribution. So one can use the derivaton in class for δf , but
then the current calculation must be reconsidered, as there is no onger a δ-function in the integral.
2. Phonons.
Consider a chain made out of a unit cell with two atoms in each unit cell. The atoms can move only in one
direction, and have masses mA and mB . If the distance between the atoms change, there is an elastic energy
cost of Epot = 21 k(∆x − a/2)2 with a being the lattice constant, and a/2 the distance between the two atoms.
(a) What is the dispersion of phonons in the chain? Identify an optical and acoustic branch.
(b) What is the speed of sound?
(c) What is the heat capacity of the system at low temperatures?
Note that in the limit of mA = mB we obtain a chain with lattice constant a/2.
3. Tight binding approximation preview.
Consider a chain of N atoms, with electrons described by an Hamiltonian H. We would like to find the lowest
lying states of this hamiltonian using the ground state orbital in each atom. Mark the lowest orbital in the atom
i as |ii.
By minimizing the energy of the states, show that the best lowest-energy N solutions that are superpositions
N
P
of the form |ψi =
αi |ii have energies that given by eigenvalues of the matrix:
i=1

Hef f = M −1/2 hM −1/2

(1)

with Mij = hi| ji, and h = hi| H |ji. How are the corresponding eigenstates relate to the |ψi states and the α’s
defined above?
In a tight-binding approximation we assume that hij and Mij are nonzero only if |i − j| ≤ 1.

